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Disclaimer: We do our best to ensure the use of healthy wood and spawn in our products. Because of the
nature of how mushrooms grow, it is not uncommon for another fungi to cultivate logs. It is your
responsibility to ALWAYS properly identify your mushrooms before eating them. Be sure to fully cook all
mushrooms before consuming.

WE DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL LIABILITY IN ANY WAY RELATED TO, AND ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR,
YOUR PURCHASE, USE OR CONSUMPTION OF OUR PRODUCTS. ANY PERSON WHO INGESTS
MUSHROOMS OR OTHER POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS FUNGI DOES SO AT THEIR OWN RISK.

All bodies are sensitive and can react differently to new foods, we therefore recommend to always  start by
eating a small amount of a new food to see how your body reacts before having a larger amount.

Log Care
Growing mushroom logs can be a simple and easy way to have fresh mushrooms available to you a few
times a year.
Moisture: occasionally water your logs and keep them in the shade and out of the wind
Ventilation: keeping logs partially off the ground helps keep competitor mushrooms & molds away.  You
can also lean a log up against a tree on one end, or if you have multiple logs build a log  cabin structure
Just as you may love mushrooms so do many other animal friends and bugs. If you live in the city you
may want to keep yours protected with a bit of chicken wire.

Incubation
Incubation is the time it takes for the mushrooms to colonize the log. The logs will not start fruiting until
the log has been colonized enough. The larger the log, the longer it takes to incubate.
Incubation can take from 12 months to over 24 months depending on size of log and species.

Winter Storage
Our logs are inoculated in May & June, which is plenty of time for the mycelium to incubate through the
log. This means they are quite hardy before winter comes around. Keep your logs low to the ground.
There is no need to cover them.

Fruiting
Fruiting is what it is called when the log starts to grow mushrooms. The larger the log, the longer it will
fruit.

1. Force Fruiting

You can force fruit by dunking logs in cold water for 24 hours and leaning them up against something.
Mushrooms should appear in a week after doing this.
Can be repeated after logs have been laid for 6-8 weeks.
If this doesn’t work, the incubation period  has not finished  and logs should be left longer.

2. Natural fruiting

Logs can also be left in damp places and they will fruit naturally with rainfalls of the spring, summer and
autumn.
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Continue on back of Page

Mushroom ID
https://blogs.cornell.edu/mushrooms/id/

When to Harvest your Mushrooms
(ALWAYS ID YOUR MUSHROOMS BEFORE EATING THEM)

One of the benefits of growing your own mushrooms is choosing which size you’d like to pick the
mushroom. Some people enjoy them smaller, some larger. Either way, a good rule of thumb is to pick the
mushrooms while the cap is still turned under. (not applicable for Lion’s Mane or Turkey Tail)

Disclaimer: It is common for other mushrooms to also cultivate your log, this does not mean the
inoculated variety won’t also grow. We can’t take responsibility if another mushroom has colonized the
log. We do our best to process the product without contamination. Once out in the world we can’t be held
liable.


